
SUSTAINING POSITIVE 

COMMUNITY IMPACT

The Innovation Fund supports the creation of

animation activities, volunteer engagement,

advocacy opportunities, and imaginative learning

and development. We are committed to building

the learning and development of our network

through these activities and facilitating deep

meaningful dialogue that addresses our

community’s most pressing issues.

WHAT DOES IT MEAN TO BE A SUSTAINING MEMBER?

Contribute to Social Innovation

Catalyze for Change

Join in Network Building

Innovation requires flexibility, agility and failure.

The Innovation Fund ensures these elements are

woven into the work we do at Pillar everyday.

Programs like VERGE Capital and Innovation

Works drive innovation through member

engagement, impact investing and social finance,

unleashing unexpected outcomes towards positive

social change.

 At Pillar Nonprofit Network, we believe leveraging

the collective power of networks is the best way to

create positive impact. We strive to build meaningful

connections among our three pillars - business,

nonprofit and government. The Innovation Fund

enables Pillar to reach the larger network in London

and surrounding communities to strengthen and

vitalize our sector.

Join the Pillar Nonprofit Network as a Sustaining Member



A proven community and network builder that grows stronger each
year

A committed collaborator - by bringing together business,
government and nonprofit organizations, we can do great things

A professional organization - we care about what we do and how
we do it

A place to connect - we create opportunities for people to convene
and collaborate for community impact both at Innovation Works
and #BeyondTheWalls

HELP US DRIVE OUR MISSION OF
POSITIVE COMMUNITY IMPACT

Flexible funding through the Innovation Fund is a critical component to the

sustainability of our mission. Your participation in the 2021 Sustainers

campaign is needed more than ever to ensure Pillar can remain a vital and

reliable resource for our sector, and to create positive impact in our

communities.

Your support will enable Pillar to remain nimble in this time of great

disruption. The Innovation Fund gave us the flexibility to respond to the needs

of our network and community in the early days and weeks of the pandemic.

We model creativity, innovation and failure as we work to recover and rebuild

our region. We have strengthened our position as an essential connector and

catalyst for change.

PILLAR IS...


